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WHY 3 GATEKEEPERS

Mihalyi Csikzentmihalyi‚ the famous creativity researcher‚ pointed out that 

anyone who makes an invention that changes the world‚ always takes care of 

a trinity of elements. 

Each element in the trinity corresponds with a particular way of thinking and 

a particular type of people. 

In other words‚ each element acts as a ‘Gatekeeper’ who will let you and your 

invention through - or throw you out. 

What’s more‚ historically significant innovations do not just appease one set 

of people in one context - they make all gatekeepers happy.

If we also want to make disruptive and world-changing inventions‚ we 

therefore need to ensure we address all of the concerns raised by each kind 

of people. In particular‚ we need to solve their fundamental problem. So we 

need to know how each of these groups of people think - and we need to 

judge our own invention according to their criteria‚ to anticipate their need 

before they know it themselves.
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HOW DO WE KNOW THEY EXIST

A recent research project of mine compared the gatekeepers found in 40 

different sources including; fairytales and legends‚ comic books‚ philosophy‚ 

marketing models‚ design thinking‚ quality assurance‚ life coaching‚ the 

human nervous system‚ hormonal pathways‚ attachment theories‚ the French 

motto and the US Declaration of Independence. 

It seems the ‘Rule of Threes’ is not just a literary artifice to make stories 

more interesting‚ but a fundamental‚ universal principle of creation. This 

same principle is best explained in many religions as a set of interacting 

principles that co-evolve from the origin of All-that-is‚ as an indivisible 

Ecosystem.   

In every case I investigated‚ the trinity appears with these elements:

•	 A Principle of Law or Structure

•	 A Principle of Society‚ Action and Application

•	 A Principle of Leadership‚ Context and Vision

These 3 divisions of space are intrinsic to the structure of every ancient and 

modern organisation on earth. Every human society has these 3 parts‚ for if 

it doesn’t‚ it falls apart. 
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THE GATEKEEPERS LOOK LIKE THIS

1. A LAW OR STRUCTURE provides stability and creates a method or 

shortcut to action. Law may be written or unwritten‚ verbal or implicit. If 

they are simple enough‚ actions themselves become a common language 

and shareable knowledge or law which need not be spoken‚ because 

everyone ‘knows it to be so’. This is Hegel’s Thesis.

2. A SOCIETY provides flexibility. It is composed of ‘doers’‚ who test the Law 

[operating instructions] in their particular circumstances. They iron out 

quirks in understanding and practise‚ trying to make things simpler.  Rules 

can be tweaked‚ added to‚ or indeed broken as people strive to make life 

work in contexts for which the original product was not made and where 

the law therefore does not seem to apply. This is Hegel’s Antithesis.

3. THE LEADER, founder‚ teacher of youngers or inventor of a product 

provides mastery. He may no longer be alive‚ but he started it all. People 

venerate him and strive to imitate him or even take his place. He is the 

one who can make the best decisions on how to lay down the law to help 

people or advise on the operating system for things to function properly. 

This is Hegel’s Synthesis.
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The European Commission also recognizes a trinity in its recent call for 

Innovation in the EU ‘Horizon 2020’ Programme. Each country is challenged 

to stabilize its existing financial and economic system‚ while creating new 

economic opportunities. So each individual innovator must also; 

1. Create a foundation of excellent science

2. Address societal challenges

3. Promote industrial leadership 

This is indeed the form of the modern Western ecosystem:

•	 SCIENCE PROVIDES THE RULES, TOOLS AND PROOFS.  

Scientists are both pioneers and toolmakers for innovation.

•	 SOCIETY REFLECTS AND PERFECTS TALENT.

Society is the champion for innovation. 

•	 BUSINESS PROVIDES THE TERRITORY.  

Good business integrates scientific rules with social norms - it combines 

basic necessity with higher purpose. It calls for teachers who know the 

territory and have the tolerance to guide others to innovate.
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WHAT GATEKEEPERS CARE ABOUT

It has been proven that all human beings intuitively use 3 criteria to make 

decisions on creativity and innovation. This is true even if we do not have 

expert knowledge of the system in question and regardless of the field 

in which the measure must be applied. In a sense‚ it’s not just people but 

indeed all innovations themselves that have these criteria in common.

In my coaching‚ I paraphrase the 3 concerns into:

A)  ‘cheap to make and run’.

B)  ‘simple to use’ . 

C)  ‘beautiful‚ elegant or excellent’. 

HOW YOU USE THEM

Whenever you brainstorm answers for a problem‚ make sure to write your 

ideas on post-it notes‚ so you can easily move and cluster them.

Then make three headings on a piece of paper - cheap‚ simple‚ beautiful 

- and simply judge your ideas according to these criteria. Look at each 

post-it note in turn‚ and ask yourself the following questions:
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‘ Is it Cheap to Make & Run’? This is about The RULES & DOMAIN. 

•	 Think about the Rulekeepers who need to say ‘Yes’ to you; In an ordinary 

world‚ they will be protective people‚ like police‚ lawyers and accountants‚ 

safety analysis and risk experts or researchers who make proofs. 

•	 People who want to keep the rules care about the ‘straight and narrow’. 

They are mapmakers who do not want any deviation from the perfect line‚ 

because the straight line usually represents the line of least resistance 

and least effort. Keeping the rules is cheap‚ because everyone already 

knows that they work. Swerving off the line creates hassles and is 

expensive. Keeping the rules is efficient and useful. It allows us to do 

things faster.

•	 If you put to one side all the ideas that are cheap to make in general‚ you 

can then make a final decision on the single cheapest idea. This is what 

your Rulekeepers will buy from you.

1. 
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2. ’DOES IT MAKE LIFE SIMPLE OR FUN’? THIS IS FOR THE FIELD OF USERS. 

•	 Think about the doers you need to say ‘Yes’ to you. This is your family 

and community. Also remember to think about yourself as the end-user 

sometimes. 

•	 Doers do not always care too much about keeping the rules. What they 

really want is to break them‚ because breaking the rules makes life 

easier. Of course this is a slippery slope‚ because breaking the rules too 

much makes a thing useless. On the other hand‚ breaking the rules also 

makes things interesting‚ so this is where novelty is created‚ where we 

put bobbles on a spoon not to be useful‚ but just because no one else has 

ever done that‚ and just because we can.  

•	 If you set aside all the ideas that make life simple and fun in general‚ you 

can them make a final decision on the simplest idea. This is what your 

Rulebreakers will buy from you.

1. 

2. 
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3. ‘DOES IT ELEGANTLY SOLVE A PROBLEM NO ONE ELSE SAW’. FOR EXPERTS.

•	 Who can really judge all the quirks an innovator is trying to address? Only 

other experts. And you need to consider more than one! To invent a new 

spoon‚ you should work not only with spoon manufacturers but also with 

metallurgists‚ chemists‚ sculptors‚ artists and so on.

•	 Experts do not just care about ideas. They care about other people’s 

problems.  Actually‚ they care so much about solving problems for others 

that they ask questions their competitors do not ask. And they discover 

problems others do not see. That is also why masterful answers are 

always a surprise. You can only see the answer when you ask the right 

question. 

•	 It is also not enough to be an expert at answering one kind of question. 

Indeed‚ a key factor that determines historically important contributions 

to society is the determination to reach mastery in more than one area 

of life.  True Mastery means someone has deep knowledge of at least 2 

domains PLUS skilled action in the field. True mastery means you know 

when to keep the rules and when to break them.  Only when you know 

that‚ can you make new rules that combine the old ones in a useful and 

yet interesting way.
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* If you set aside every idea that answers a question no one else saw‚ in the 

most useful and novel way‚ you can then make a final decision on the most 

beautiful idea. This is what your rulemakers will buy from you. 

To be really accurate in judging‚ you can also use this Scoring Table from 

my friend Robert Dew‚ an Entrepreneur in Queensland‚ to see how high your 

innovations rank‚ in world terms‚ in each category:

Modified from Dew et al. [2010]‚ Designing Pragmatic Innovation Measurement Heuristics‚ 

ISPIM Conference‚ Bilbao‚ June 6-9’
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